FLEX SECURITY™

All Kryptonite locks

are Weather-Resistant,

have a Lifetime Key Registration,

offer a Key Replacement Service,

and have a Lifetime Warranty.

KRYPTONITE

Tough World, Tough Locks™
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Superior protection for an insecure world.

With growing concerns over product and property protection, compounded by tighter USDA and FDA recommended security measures, transport companies around the world are looking for new ways to secure their valuable cargo, equipment and storage areas. Thermo King is meeting these increased demands and challenges by offering security products manufactured by the industry’s most widely recognized and recommended security authority, Kryptonite.

**Padlock Series**
Designed to stop theft and unauthorized use in low to high risk locations. Street-smart engineered to ensure the strongest products providing serious security. *Ideal for unit doors, storage compartments, trailers, gates, tool boxes, lockers and sheds.*

- **Solid Steel Shrouded Padlock** #KR851202*
- **Covered Laminated Steel Padlock** #KR850403
- **Solid Stainless Steel Padlock** #KR851158*
- **Heavy Duty Solid Steel Padlock** #KR851233*

**Security Cables**
Designed for serious, but flexible security. Braided steel cables with vinyl coated loop design. Made for anything that needs medium to high security. *Ideal for generators, power tools, laptop computers and more.*

- **Heavy Duty Locking Cable** #KR820703

**Security Chains**
Resists attacks from bolt cutters, saws, hammers and chisels. Made from triple heat-treated Boron Manganese steel. Made for anything that needs **MAXIMUM SECURITY**. *Ideal for generators, trailers, portable job site equipment and security gates.*

**Specialty Padlocks**
Security designed for larger or smaller or adjustable unique applications. Padlock features case-hardened steel shackle with 7-pin pick and drill resistant tubular cylinder. Designs feature vinyl coating to protect property. Available with a removable shackle, extra large or adjustable shackle. *Ideal for gates, ladders, tool boxes and snowmobiles.*

- **Solid Steel Shrouded Padlock** #KR851202*
- **Covered Laminated Steel Padlock** #KR850403
- **Solid Stainless Steel Padlock** #KR851158*
- **Heavy Duty Solid Steel Padlock** #KR851233*
- **Chain & Padlock** #KR810100
- **StrongHold Security Anchor** #KR330202

**Security Chains**
Resists attacks from bolt cutters, saws, hammers and chisels. Made from triple heat-treated Boron Manganese steel. Made for anything that needs **MAXIMUM SECURITY**. *Ideal for generators, trailers, portable job site equipment and security gates.*

**Specialty**
Specialized security solutions include high security ground anchors, ground anchors, locking trailer hitch pins and adjustable length ladder locks.

---

*KR851 series locks can be keyed alike. Refer to your local Thermo King dealer for additonal product information.*